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FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY 
M.E (CSE) Examination - DEC - 2014 

Advanced Computer Architecture  (Revised)  
[Time: THREE Hours]                                                                                                                          [Max. Marks: 80] 

“Please check whether you have got the right question paper.” 

N.B                         1) Solve any two questions from each section 

2) Be specific while answering each question  

SECTION A 

Q.1 A  What is Flynn’s taxonomy of computer architecture? Explain SISD,SIMD and MIMD with suitable 

diagram  

07 

 B  Explain typical cache memory organization with suitable diagram  07 

 C What are basic issues need to consider while designing shared memory systems  06 

    

Q.2 A  How an arithmatic  pipeline is implemented for addition of two floating point numbers  07 

 B  Describe various problems in instruction pipelining also suggest various solution on it  07 

 C Short note on nonlinear pipeline processor  06 

    

Q.3 A  Explain super scalar architecture with two pipelines also explain super scalar operation involving 

two execution modules  

07 

 B  With the help of block diagram explain the basic features of an array processor SIMD machine  07 

 C Discuss fetching issues execution issues, completion and retrieving issues of superscalar pipeline 

design. 

06 

SECTION B 

Q.4 A  How operations can be performed on vectors?  07 

 B  Write some of the applications areas where vector processing is important  07 

 C Describe the term array processor with schematic diagram  06 

    

Q.5 A  Explain the SIMD array processor along with its architectural diagram  07 

 B  What is tightly coupled multiprocessor system? Explain the different models of tightly coupled 

systems.  

07 

 C What is an interconnection network? List the different schemes available for establishing an 

interconnection network 

06 

    

Q.6 A  How crossbar switch interconnection network can be created?  07 

 B  What do you mean by cache coherence? Discuss the different problems of cache coherence  07 

 C Short note on SIMD machine Illiac – IV  06 
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